
EXTERNAL SHADING
Outdoor Living | Solar Shading



CELEBRATING 30 YEARS OF SHADING THE NATION   |   1987 - 2017

Designed, engineered and built to last, Caribbean Blinds 
UK manufacture and supply the very finest external 
shading systems, that offer a superior specification to
any other on the market, with numerous cutting 
edge design features and technology, along 
with added lifestyle and energy saving benefits.

For reassurance and peace of mind all 
products meet stringent European quality
&  safety standards and come backed with 
a fully comprehensive guarantee. 

Award winning
OUTDOOR LIVING PODTM



OUTDOOR LIVING PODTM

Sun, wind, rain or even snow, our opening and closing louvered roof pergola
canopy complete with optional integrated screens to the sides provides protection
whatever the weather, turning your terrace into an extension of your property, an
alfresco outdoor - indoor living space that can truly be used all year round.
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EXTERNAL BLINDS

Creating a physical barrier in front of and stopping the suns energy even striking
the glazing, our external roof blinds and roller blinds are the most effective way to
prevent excessive solar heat gain, along with diffusing incoming light to eliminate
glare, all whilst keeping the view and connection out. 
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External blinds can block upto 96% of the suns incoming solar heat rays, which
in turn can reduce interior room temperatures by more than 10 degrees 
centigrade on even the hottest of summer days 
and cut the energy consumption otherwise 
needed to cool down a hot room by 
more than 80%.

PATIO AWNINGS

Providing a stylish roof over your terrace, our retractable patio awnings keep you,
your family and friends cool in the sun, protected from harmful UV rays and bright
light, along with providing much needed shelter from those occasional rain
showers*, whilst adding an eye catching striking new dimension to the façade.
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Make the most of your Home &  Garden 
with innovative External Shading from Caribbean Blinds

* pitch of 14 degrees or greater required for rain shower run off



Sun when you want it, Shade & Shelter when you  

HEAVY DUTY DROP FORGED 
FOLDING ARMS

(Cuba Model)

CONCEALED FABRIC BARREL

VARIABLE PIT
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BAHAMAS & CUBA AWNING
The Bahamas and Cuba model awnings are the créme de la créme of
the Caribbean range.  Their unique design and slim measurements
make them suitable for virtually every application making them the
universal choice. 

Both awnings are built round a substantial extruded aluminium
backplate which offers for multiple brackets and fixing points to be
positioned across the width ensuring a sound installation to any
structure, along with allowing the awnings to span large widths upto
7m in a single unit or 14m as a coupled unit. 

Powerful twin spring loaded folding arms tensioned via quadruple
hi-tensile tear resistant stainless steel sheathed cables ensure
optimum fabric tension at every position, able to withstand
windspeeds upto Beaufort 6* and project upto 3.75m out.  

The full cassette casings with rounded edges on the Bahamas
awning for the classic, elegant look or squared edges on the Cuba
awning providing a contemporary, modern look, protect the fabric
and operating mechanism from inclement weather when retracted
away along with providing a neat hideaway for the awning.

Operation is effortless thanks to the built in tubular motor contained
inside the cassette casing, operated from a remote control or wirefree
wall switch. Optional sensors including light &  wind allow for
automatic functioning of the awning, extending the awning when set
light levels are reached and retracting the awning if strong winds
pose a danger. Manual operation through a gearbox and detachable
crank handle is available for smaller sized awnings.

Choose from an endless array of premium solution dyed acrylic
fabrics each treated with an invisible nano technology coating that
generates a self clean effect. 

Optional dimmable LED lighting mounted
to the underside of the cassette casing 
and infra-red ultra low glare heaters 
enable all year round use and enjoyment
from the terrace.

        need it
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STREAMLINE DESIGN

�

� CUBA AWNING WITH 
LED LIGHTING

� BAHAMAS AWNING

* windspeed relates to Cuba awning, 
Bahamas Awning = Beaufort 5 maximum windspeeds



Sun when you want it, Shade & Shelter when you  

TORTOLA AWNING MOUNTED ON BESPOKE 
CANTILEVER BRACKETS

     
 

CASSETTE DIMENSIONS: 
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TORTOLA AWNING MOUNTED FACE FIX
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TORTOLA & ANGUILLA AWNING
The streamline cylindrical shape of the Tortola and Anguilla model
awnings make them ideal where mounting space is limited such as
bungalows and single storey extensions.

Both awnings are built round heavy duty extruded aluminium blocks
to each end, which can be either face fixed to the façade or top fixed
to an overhang such as a soffit. A fully adjustable pitch from as little
as 0 degrees upto a maximum of 45 degrees ensures the optimum
angle can be achieved. 

Twin cable, twin spring tensioned folding arms ensure the fabric is
kept taut at every position, whilst the cassette casing neatly hides the
awning away when retracted and protects the mechanism and fabric
from inclement weather. 

The only difference in design is the fabric barrel on the Anguilla
awning is visible when the awning is open, whereas on the Tortola
awning it is discreetly hidden behind an aluminium cover profile. 

Manual operation through a gear box and detachable crank handle is
standard on the awnings, whilst optional motorised operation through
a built in tubular motor functioned from a remote control or wirefree
wall switch enables effortless control. 

A large selection of plain, block and striped fabrics, woven using
premium quality solution dyed acrylic yarns are available, all featuring
an easy clean coating and offering exceptional colour luminosity. 

Able to span widths upto 5m* and with projections ranging from 1.5m
upto 3m*, these awnings are ideal for the majority of residential
applications offering great looks and value for money.

        need it

TORTOLA AWNING MOUNTED ON BESPOKE 
SPREADER BRACKETS

Best Seller
TORTOLA

* maximum dimensions detailed are for the Tortola awning, 
the Anguilla awning has a maximum width of 4m 

and projection of 2.5m
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Make the most of your outdoor space, whatever the 

ROOF OPEN ROOF CLOSED

The garden room with a 
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OUTDOOR LIVING PODTM

CLASSIC & DELUXE ROTATETM

From closed roof to open at the touch of a button, the Classic &
Deluxe Rotate versions of the Outdoor  Living  PodTM pergola provide
a flexible, adaptable, all weather living space to your terrace or in
your garden.

Boasting an all aluminium corrosion resistant construction that is
highly durable and easy to maintain the Outdoor Living PodTM can 
withstand the harshest of weather conditions, designed to last a
lifetime.

The sleek extruded aluminium roof louvers rotate anticlockwise
through 150 degrees to provide precise sun control along with
ventilation from heat build up beneath. 

When closed the roof louvers lock together and are 100% water,
wind and snow tight.

Optional screens to the sides of our Deluxe Outdoor Living PodTM,
integrated in the cross beams, lower to provide shade from low level
sunlight whilst also providing protection from breezes & showers
along with giving added privacy.

Additionally warm white dimmable LED light strips can be
incorporated in the roof louvers to provide ambient evening lighting
and ultra low glare infra-red radiant heating can be fitted to the cross
beams to provide instant warmth.

The Outdoor Living PodTM including all options are effortlessly
operated from a stylish remote control, which can also control garden
lights and water features for added convenience. 

        e weather LOUVERED ROOFS
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* maximum dimensions shown
are for Deluxe version, Classic 

version available upto 6m x 4mSCREENS TO SIDES
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ANTIGUAN EXTERNAL ROLLER BLIND
Featuring a unique locking mechanism contained within the side channels,
which keeps the fabric held in place at every position, not only do our external
roller blinds offer unbeatable solar heat and light protection but are windproof*
too. 

A built in tubular motor, housed in the
cassette headbox that protects the fabric and
operating mechanism when closed away
provides easy functioning from a remote
control or wall switch, with the option of
adding a light sensor to automatically lower
the blind to prevent overheating whilst you
are out.

An array of PVC  free dimout  (mesh) fabrics
are available that maintain the view through**
or solid non perforated materials are available
for complete blackout, all treated with wipe
clean coatings for easy maintenance. 

� Typical view through the unique micro perforated fabrics 
available on our external roller blinds on a sunny day

Say Goodbye to Unwante      

ST. LUCIA
SKYLIGHT
BLIND

Using the windproof locking mechanism tech   
Antiguan roller blind and tensioning system of  
roof blind, this unique blind is perfect for fixed  
skylights measuring upto 3m square.

upto 6.0m
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*  maximum windspeed Beaufort 6
** daytime only
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   d Solar Heat Gain & Glare

CAYMAN EXTERNAL ROOF BLIND
Mounted to the top of glazed roofs including conservatories and rooflights the
Cayman external blind is the natural air conditioning solution that prevents spaces
from overheating, along with eradicating glare and providing privacy.

Tensioned via tear resistant dyneema cables that run within the side
channels that link to a heavy duty double coiled spring in the
leadrail, a taut fabric is guaranteed at every position and allows the
blind to be used on any slope roof and in any direction. 

The side channels, which attach through height adjustable brackets
to the outer glazing bar/frame and support the cassette headbox
which contains the fabric and operating mechanism, guide the
leadrail ensuring the blind opens and closes smoothly along with
running perfectly square. 

Convenient touch button operation from a wall mounted or handheld
transmitter is standard or add a light &  wind sensor for automatic
functioning. An endless array of fade &  UV resistant dimout and
blockout fabrics are available woven from the finest fibres.

upto 5.0m

upto 6.0m

 

     nology of the
      f the Cayman

        d or opening
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© Copyright 2017 Caribbean Blinds  UK  Ltd. Technical specifications and information correct at time of going to press. We reserve the right to make modifications and improvements without notice. 
Disclaimer: Whilst we make every effort to ensure our dealers are reputable and of the very highest calibre, dealers are completely independent businesses and as such you should satisfy yourself they are the right
company to purchase your Caribbean brand external shading system from. 

SEE OUR PRODUCTS IN ACTION, VISIT OUR
INSPIRATIONAL SHOWSITE & SHOWROOM:

Woodhall Business Park, Sudbury, Suffolk. CO10 1WH
Open Monday to Friday - 9am to 5pm (ample parking)

www.cbsolarshading.co.uk

DEALER:

JAMAICAN WINDOW CANOPY
The traditional external window shading system. Built from a robust
lightweight corrosion resistant aluminium framework and covered in the
same great range of solution dyed, easy clean acrylic fabrics as our
patio awnings, the Jamaican window canopy will stand the test of time
and is suited equally to residential and commercial applications. 

Able to span widths upto 6m and project out to a maximum of 1.3m,
even the largest of glazed areas can be shaded with effortless
operation via a one pull cord &  pulley system or for ultimate
convenience a remote control motor can be fitted.

The valance can be finished with a classic loose wave edge (as
pictured) or for a more contemporary look choose a straight edge. 


